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Client Kickoff



Kickoff

Objective

Takeaways

The Magazine’s purpose is to 
drive tourism in Texas

Create a high fidelity concept of the Texas Highways mobile app.

Make the app less of a 
corporate feel, more fun

Interested in scenic route for 
Texas

Side agenda: get Texans off the 
main road

Want the app to be engaging

Main audience are 40+

PublisherAndrea Lin, 

EditorEmily Stone, 

 DirectorJoan Henderson,

Creative DirectorMark Mahorsky, 

This meeting helped us understand what Texas Highways wants with their 
mobile application.



Research



Persona

Jason Alyssa

Middle age

Live with family

Local person

Road trip

Not a tech-savvy

Comfortable



Scenario

Jason Alyssa

Middle age

Live with family

Local person

Road trip

Not a tech-savvy

Comfortable



Persona

Jason Alyssa

Young (20s)

With friends

New to Texas

Photography

Tech-savvy

Limited budget



Scenario

Jason Alyssa

Young (20s)

With friends

New to Texas

Photography

Tech-savvy

Limited budget



Requirements (Users can do...)

Explore

Plan

1. Can filter information by location, 
topics, price, activities, etc

2. Can see many photos and videos


Travel
1. Can receive notifications 
about the local events


1. Can check suggestions of the 
best routes for sceneries

2. Can find local events

3. Can see suggested plans based 
on their preference

4. Can save information


Community
1. Can see reviews and ratings

2. Can link to social media platforms


Revise
1. Can see updated information

2. Can search easily



Requirements (Our main focus would be...)

Explore

Plan

1. Can filter information by location, 
topics, price, activities, etc

2. Can see many photos and videos


Travel
1. Can receive notifications 
about the local events


1. Can check suggestions of the 
best routes for sceneries

2. Can find local events

3. Can see suggested plans based 
on their preference

4. Can save information


Community
1. Can see reviews and ratings

2. Can link to social media platforms


Revise
1. Can see updated information

2. Can search easily



Design



Site Map



Prototype & User Test



Low Fidelity Testing

Scenario 01

It’s almost spring break. Your family planned to take a 
road trip to Dallas, but you were too busy and did not plan 
yet. You are currently searching for fun places to visit in 
Dallas, and click on an article you find interesting.



Low Fidelity Testing

Scenario 02

You have a date this weekend and want to take him/her 
out to a fancy restaurant. You want to look for any 
recommendations or articles in Dallas.



Low Fidelity Testing

Scenario 03

You are currently in Dallas on your road trip, and planned 
to go to the event Flower Fest. However, it started to rain 
all of the sudden so the event was cancelled. Please 
search for an alternative event to go to based on your 
current location.



Low Fidelity Testing

Findings Implementation

Destination
Search

Instead of , participants would 
use  function

mapsParticipants expected to see  in 
Destination

The notification was confusing

What is Texana?

Not sure of the Hamburger Menu

Recommendation function often overlooked

Build a more detailed search function

Change the text and icon of Destination

Change how users get notifications

Texana -> Texas

Show a different layout for the 
recommendation function



Medium Fidelity



Medium Fidelity Testing

Findings Implementation

more clear
The use of Cities and the new icon was 

 to the users

Still use the Search function a lot

easierOur prototype was  to use

Not sure what the Home page was for (the 
participant wasn’t sure why these articles 
were recommended to her)

Since exploration is the main function of 
the app, Cities should be distinctive

Users will use Cities during planning or 
exploring

Users will use Search once they have 
decided where to go



High Fidelity

https://www.figma.com/file/BJS6ZP32m48l
OPE9W2emXYnf/Med-Fi?node-id=148%3A0



Future Work



Future Work

Address the issue of funding

Redesign the user scenario

Understand content and information architecture of Texas Highways

More user testing


